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“It’s Time to Rethink IT”
To

Business & IT Drives Strategy
Transitional Strategy
Ongoing instability
Reliance on ESPs and Temporary 
Skills
Fluid
Rules of Interaction, Few Rules
Integrated Business and IS Teams
Networked Teams
Families of Work
Virtual Presence

From
IT Strategy Reacts to Business
Three to Five Year Strategy
Seeks Stability
Preference for Internal 
Competence and Knowledge
Hierarchical
Process Steps
Discrete Org. Functions
Individuals
Specialized Roles
Physical Presence
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Presentation Notes
The efforts of business to implement e-strategies has resulted in an increased focus and reliance on IT to achieve business objectives. The rapid growth of the Internet, continuous emergence of complex technologies, and the need to lower costs to free up money for new applications has forced the need to rethink IT.  By rethinking, we mean re-creating. New types of leaders, roles, cultures, and competencies are required for success. A more fluid organization structure, with fewer rules and networked work teams, will best support the desired future state.  The demand for IT professionals exceeds supply. The volume of work required by IT will increase 50% in three years. IT projects have moved from 18-24 month development cycles to less than 9 months. We must plan for “now”. Living in instability is the state of affairs for IT. The technology revolution is causing work to be different, therefore the rules have changed.  New “people strategies” are required for success. Three key people strategies that will increase the success of your recruitment & retention effort are:1 - Understanding Employee Lifecycle2 - Determining Employee Lifecycle Value3 - “Managing to the individual”



The Employee Lifecycle:
The “New Breed” IT Professional

•1 Company
•30 Years
•Few Positions
•Low Risk
•Low Payoff

•Multiple Companies
•Start-ups
•Multiple Positions
•Short Lifecycle
•High Risk
•High Payoff

•4-6 Companies
•Tenure of 4-5 Years
•Multiple Positions
•Some Risk
• Increased Payoff

Payoff

Risk
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Years ago, employees worked for one company, in few positions, for 30 years. Today, professionals work for 4-6 companies for a tenure of 4-5 years, holding multiple positions. By changing companies, an increased payoff is often seen as a benefit for taking the risk. In the next 5 years, the lifecycle of the IT professional will continue to diminish from a current length of 48 months to 34 months. IT professionals will go to multiple companies, start-ups, and take high risk assignments for high payoff. The increasing demand for IT professionals surpassing the supply has created a volatile environment for enterprises. The employee “holds the keys” to get what they want, where they want it. Those enterprises that fail to manage their human capital by employee lifecycle will see their turnover increase and their ability to recruit new employees decrease. HR leaders who fail to support the CIO with a sourcing strategy that addresses employee lifecycle will contribute to the loss of productivity of the organization.  By recognizing employee lifecycle, the goal of leadership should be to extend the length of employment.Action Item: CIO’s should insist that their HR leaders develop a sourcing plan that supports the lifecycle of the IT professional.



The Evolution of the Work Place
dot com’s - 70 hour week

high risk / high payoff
“fun culture”

Bricks & Mortar - 45 hour week
low risk / low payoff
protocols in place

dot com in a Bricks & Mortar
50-55 hour week
medium risk / upside
dual culture
best of both worlds

.com

Spin-off

Spin-off
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The Bricks & Mortar enterprise presents a stable environment that offers good work/life balance with 45 hour work weeks and protocols in place. The downside is that such enterprises restrict innovation, creativity, and experimentation. These institutions typically operate with a low risk/low payoff proposition, with little differentiation for superior performance. The other spectrum is the dot com which offers a “fun culture” and 70 hour work week. The culture of the dot com’s is a high risk/high payoff proposition. This is most attractive to those in their twenties and those over 45. What can Bricks & Mortar companies do to compete? Many are creating separate dot com organizations within the firm. These new organizations generally are housed in a separate facility, with few “corporate rules”, and a pay plan that rewards for results. Other companies have taken it a step further. Many are developing IT groups that create “in-house” applications and spin them off as separate companies/IPO’s. Some enterprises are completely separating their IT organizations as “For Profit” businesses, allowing for a total transformation of identity.Action Item: Enterprises should evaluate the efficiency of their IT organization, how successful IT supports the business strategy, and IT’s ability to attract and retain employees. Upon completion, companies can build a plan to address the gaps.



Length of Recruitment

Database Administrator (4.4 Months)

Network Architect (4.2 Months)

Intranet Web Architect (4.0 Months)

Network Engineer (3.8 Months)

e-Commerce Manager (3.7 Months)

e-Commerce Analyst (3.7 Months)

IT Business Planning Manager (3.6 Months)

Manager Client Technologies (3.6 Months)

Web Application Programmer (3.6 Months)

Webmaster (3.5 Months)

Web Systems Administrator (3.4 Months)

Project Manager (3.3 Months)
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The people3 IT Market Compensation Study reveals that particular positions have enormous “time to fill” statistics. Database Administrator, Network Architect, and Internet Web Architect positions take an average of 4.2 months to fill. Webmaster, Web Application Programmer, e-Commerce Manager, and e-Commerce Analyst all average 3.5 months to fill.  Internet positions require an additional month to fill over last year.  Enterprises in hot industries and geographies will likely place people faster, others will have longer placement than average.  Enterprises can no longer wait until they receive a resignation or decide to add a position to fill that position. Companies must develop a sourcing plan to ready themselves for such events. A sourcing strategy is a plan that includes the number of people required,  what positions, and where, when, and how you will source them. The sourcing plan includes a strategy for using contractors, outsourced functions, and “hot” skilled IT professionals. The sourcing plan’s foundation is based on alignment with the IT strategy and architecture, as well as the employee lifecycle: If you need eight Internet Architects and you predict three will leave, you should process vacancies before they are needed. Should you place someone ahead of schedule, the cost is minimal as compared to having a vacancy and loss of productivity. By having a sourcing plan, you will be able to proactively manage your IT staff.



Determine Employee Lifecycle 
Value (ELV)

ELV = The total value (knowledge, ideas, 
productivity, leadership) a company receives from the
employee during their lifecycle.

Knowledge + Ideas + Productivity + Leadership = ELV
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Enterprises first need to understand and accept the lifecycle of their IT professionals.  Believing employees will be with the enterprise for a long career is denying or not accepting the new work culture. If enterprises manage to employee lifecycle, they should then budget, plan, train, move, and pay their human capital according to such lifecycle. To do that, companies should determine the Employee Lifecycle Value (ELV) of each employee/recruit. The ELV is the total value a company receives from the employee during their lifecycle. While not scientific, the ELV can be used as a guide to manage and reward human capital. For instance, a Web Architect may only stay with the enterprise 39 months, but what is the value they bring during their tenure? A Help Desk Technician may stay 60 months, but what is their value to the enterprise? Even more obvious, what is the value of a Web Architect deploying the future company strategy versus one who is implementing the internal intranet site? Enterprises need to place a value on the role and the weight of the importance of expected outcomes for the enterprise. By adding up the knowledge, ideas, productivity, and leadership a company receives from a job role/individual, they can determine the Employee Lifecycle Value.



Stages of Employee Lifecycle

Employee Lifecycle Value

High

Low

Learning

Diminishing

Providing

Applying
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In 2000, the lifecycle of the IT professional is 48 months. To potentially lengthen the stay of an incumbent, companies will need to support the stages of the employee lifecycle. The stages of the employee lifecycle are learning, applying, providing, and diminishing. Enterprises must minimize the learning stage in order to maximize ELV.  To do so, the enterprise A new employee in the learning stage should receive orientation, training, mentoring, and knowledge transfer as quickly as possible. Once an employee moves into the applying stage, the enterprise begins to gain value from the investment. In the applying stage, the employee exhibits the most energy, ideas, and creativity, but also makes the most mistakes. Organizations should ensure they “listen”to their employees for out of the box thinking and potential breakthrough during the applying stage. The providing stage is the most productive stage. At this stage, an employee combines company and industry knowledge with confidence and networked relationships. Now employees get things done, make solid decisions, and act as mentors. Unfortunately, they also begin to wear “rose colored glasses” and can see only what the culture will allow them to. Creativity is lessened. In the diminishing stage, the incumbent’s productivity, morale, and attitude decline. As incumbents begin to focus on new opportunities, their effectiveness decreases significantly.



What is true “Market” Rate?
Systems Consultant 1999 2000
– Corporate data* $  74,800     $  82,000
– Recruitment firm* $101,000     $102,000
– ELV** $  90,000     $  95,000

• 9.7% increase between 1999 and 2000 (Corporate)

• 1% increase between 1999 and 2000 (Recruitment)

• 8.7% gap between Corporate and Recruitment

* 2000 people3 IT Market Compensation Study
** Subjective Data
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“Pay will get you in the game, but it won’t sustain you.” To be in contention to get and keep IT professionals, you must pay at market rate. What is meant by market rate? HR professionals will tell you market rate is the median pay rate of all incumbents in a similar job role.  Yet, these same market pay rates do not reflect what seems to be all those outrageous salaries in the market. Why is there a gap? The gap exists because data points are missing. Pay analysis should include recruitment firm data and ELV. What is recruitment firm data? Recruitment firm data is pay information on what price new hires are placed at.  Recruitment firm data represents a much more current pulse on the market than incumbent data, which is often a year old when published. What is ELV?  ELV is the total value of the employee during their lifecycle which should be seriously considered when making a job offer or creating a retention program.  Depending on the strategic significance of the role, a higher or lower value can be placed on the job.  Taking into consideration incumbent, recruitment, and ELV data points will enable you to present sound pay offers to recruits and more successfully retain current talent.



Each of Us is a Contractor...

Bricks & Mortar
Secure Employment

Pension
Hierarchical Parent Company

M&A’s
Downsizing
Relocations

Internal Networking
Business Unit

“Make your
own deal”

Broker Environment
External Networking

Individual Unit

toUncertainty
Disposal by the Company

Choice
Individual has Power

Certainty
Company has Power

to
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Each of us is a contractor. Those of us who are in Bricks & Mortar are also contractors, but contractors with bad contracts! The world of certainty that was so well enjoyed by the last generation was dependent on the company taking care of its workers. The hierarchical parent company took care of workers and offered secure employment and a pension.  Much of this trust and safety was destroyed by the actions of companies in the last 25 years. Disposal by the company due to M&A’s, downsizing, and the like led to uncertainty. This world of uncertainty has led to a lack of loyalty and trust by employees. Those who survived did so by being cared for not by the parent company but, by those in their internal network or within their business unit. The decisions by corporations to dispose of employees, coupled with the lack of human resources available today has resulted in an environment where the individual employee can “make their own deal”.  Individuals have the power of choice.  Everyone is their own broker and the use of external networks to create opportunities is the preferred choice. 



The Individual Broker

• Skeptical of corporations
• Loyalty is diminished
• Work/Life issues of great 

importance

• Work less central to our 
identity

• WIIFM is the focus
• Theatrical

• Ability to experiment
• Being connected
• Employment contracts

• Control our own fate
• Strategic influence
• Work with diverse thinkers
• Big fish in small pond

“What We Want”

“Who We Are”
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Today’s worker is an independent broker. Work is less central to one’s identity, and “what’s in it for me” (WIIFM) is the focus. Workers want to control their own fate, influence the decisions made and the business strategy.  They want to feel important to the enterprise. IT professionals wish to be connected both internally and externally. They want access to those who will strengthen their skills, broaden their knowledge, and allow them to experiment.  IT professionals want to gain experiences to fine tune their resumes.  Knowledge and experience increases their ability to “broker” themselves at a higher level of value.  This will result in increased pay, benefits, and opportunities.Action Item: The IT organization needs to position itself as a compelling place to work. Building a good reputation now will help as the employment scenario worsens.



Individualism
Role, Skill, Technology, & Market

Manage to Individualism

• Recruitment Strategy by Demographics
• Offer Proposition by Role, Skill Level, Technology, 

and Market
• Retain by Individualism

Demographics
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The HR processes supporting recruitment, pay and benefits are broken and/or outdated. Fitting IT professionals into boxes by level or by generic titles does not allow enough flexibility to create desirable offers. HR needs to support IT leaders to build flexible job levels and pay structures. Recruiters need to understand that demographic segments need to be treated differently.  For instance, varying age groups value and prioritize things differently.  The 20-something hire has different wants and needs than the mid-career hire. Offers need to consider age, role, skill level, technology, market, and ELV. The cycle time to interview, select, and extend an offer to a candidate must be reduced for IT organizations to compete for the available few. There should be few rules, if any, to secure the right person in the right job. Retention strategies should focus on the individual. Asking individuals what is important to them and what they value can help managers build customized programs to lengthen tenure and increase candidate placement success.  Understanding what is important to your employees and fulfilling those needs will help organizations retain their employees.Action Item: IT leaders should review the cycle time of their hiring process and create a plan to reduce it.



Required Competencies in Emerging IT Roles

Competencies in the new environment relate to tying
business functions with enabling technology

Technical
Foundation Architecture
Web Concepts
Selection Knowledge

Business
Business Process Knowledge
Risk Management
Client Satisfaction
Metrics Knowledge

Behavioral
Customer Service 
Orientation
Conceptual Thinking
Flexibility
Information Seeking
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Supporting the e-world requires expanded competencies. What is a competency? A competency is a single or set of characteristics that predict superior performance in a given role or job. The competencies required for success include:Technical: Foundation Architecture- Knowledge of the systems architecture used within the enterprise. Selection Knowledge- Knowledge of software packages for use and integration to satisfy business requirements. Web Concepts- Knowledge of web concepts and methodologies.Business: Business Process Knowledge- Informed and cognizant of key processes and business rules that impact development and/or implementation of systems. Client Satisfaction Metrics Knowledge- Knowledge of measures required to collect specific data on gauging satisfaction.Behavioral: Conceptual Thinking- Synthesizes facts, trends, key issues and/or themes in complex situations. Flexibility- Adapts to new or changing situations. Information Seeking- Desiring to know more, going beyond routine questions.As enterprises replace staff through voluntary and involuntary termination, and as new roles emerge, it is critical that candidates be assessed against these new competencies.



Match Competencies of People to Teams

Strategic
• multiple plans / multiple 

contingencies
• scope management
• strategic alliances

Team Types

Implementation
• client relationship

management 
• release and re-release
• project management 

Operational
• cost center function
• outsourcing
• process management 

Environmental
• being first and buying first
• early adopter participation
• competitive analysis
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IT managers must pay attention to the competencies of their people and align these competencies to what type of teams they are placed on. There are four major team types in IT. These are Strategic, Implementation, Operational, and Environmental. The Strategic Team focuses on planning for the future, building critical strategic alliances, developing contingency plans, and managing the scope of work and projects performed. The Implementation Team is much more tactical. This team focuses on releasing new software, creating technical solutions, managing projects, and working with their internal business customers. The Operational Team keeps things running. This team focuses on ways to run things better, cheaper, and faster. They focus on improving processes and outsourcing non-critical functions. The Environmental Team scans the environment for new technologies and participation in early adopter programs. They also scan current and potential competitor’s offerings to gain knowledge of their use of technology.Each team type has distinct technical, business, and behavioral competencies. Placing the right people on the right teams will ensure a greater chance of technological superiority and enterprise success.



Evolution of Career Paths
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Changes in the candidate profile for new business initiatives, the scarcity of IT resources, increased turnover rates and less emphasis on compensation, have increased the pain levels to a point where formalized career development programs have become a necessity.  Best-in-class career development programs include: Well-defined roles and career job family development development paths. Processes, and tools which support the development of technical and “soft” skills. Protocols and processes that link individual training and development to role assignment. Objective assessment and processes, linked to formal performance management. The ability to accelerate career paths for individuals who learn and develop quickly and possess the ability to move throughout the business. Career development is treated with the same sense of urgency as compensation. Companies who build and deploy robust career development programs are seeing positive results.  Employee satisfaction levels are increasing, IT-to-business relationships are improving, and turnover rates are decreasing.



general 
characteristics

General roles and 
responsibilities of a job 

family

career
path

Describes the 
differentiating 

characteristics between 
levels of work within a job 

family

competencies
summary

Measurable pattern of behaviors, 
skills, and knowledge which 

causes or predicts superior job 
performance

assessment 
tool

A tool used by employee and 
manager to assess the level 
of proficiency at which the 

individual is performing

learning
map

Provides 
developmental 

activities

Each Job 
Family has the 
following five 
components:

Career Development Components
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The components of career development programs include: specific role definitions, grouping of roles within families of work, linkage of these roles within a career path both within a job family and from one job family to another, specific competency requirements (business, technical, and behavioral), and required technical skills, learning paths and resources. IT professionals want the totality of their skills and knowledge to be utilized.  Being able to visualize growth opportunities helps individuals to take charge of their own career planning.  Some HR policies make establishing such a program difficult. Examples include: Limitations on salary bands which prohibit movements. Organization culture and the extent to which it supports employee movement. Loss of critical talent from one area of the business to another without a succession plan or re-skilling plan. Performance management and the extent to which the current system addresses the areas defined for growth and movement.Formal career development programs are still not a practice among our surveyed companies.  While 50.9% of respondents of the people3 IT Market Compensation Study state they have formal career paths in place, only 28.2% state they have a formal career development process in place.Action Items:



Performance Management

• Goals & Objectives - “what” was done to meet the 
needs of the business.  In the area of salary 
treatment, this element affects ‘bonus’.

• Skills & Competencies - “how” activities are done -
the professional element.  In the area of salary 
treatment, this element affects ‘base salary’.

Reward
&

Recognition

Career

Development

Performance

Management

Components of Performance Management
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While many performance management systems exist, the ones that are more closely aligned with formal career development programs have the following characteristics:   Assessment of both “what” an individual (or a team) achieves within a given timeframe (i.e., goals and objectives) as well as “how” an individual (or a team) performs the work (i.e., a skill and competency assessment). From a career development perspective, development input comes from multiple sources who collectively comprise an accurate picture of the individual’s or (team’s) performance. Development discussions between an individual and support manager occur frequently (more than once a year) and are not tied to an end-of-period performance review for compensation decisions. Link performance directly to demonstration of defined competencies.Action Item: IT leaders should evaluate how their performance management systems support the achievement of the IT strategy. In addition, IT leaders should link their performance management process to career development.



“Building Community”

Company

Colleges
&

Universities

Alumni
Groups

IT Fairs

Recognition
Programs

Professional
Associations
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The scarcity of IT professionals in the market has forced companies to expand their sphere of influence and reach to potential candidates.  Best in Class IT organizations (those successful in recruiting IT professionals) have launched community programs and initiatives to increase their exposure to available candidates. One such program is Alumni Groups.  Alumni Groups consist of former employees of the IT organization.  By bringing the alumni together in a social event allows the alumni to see old friends and catch up, but offers the company continued communication in case the “grass wasn’t greener on the other side”. Rehiring former employees is an effective recruitment strategy.  Close ties with college and university  IT Professional Groups offers networking with potential candidates from the local area, as well as access to college hires. Creating a recognition award for IT professionals in the local/regional area will gain excellent exposure for the IT organization.  Holding an annual IT fair inviting local IT professionals to see some of your IT innovations will definitely create interest of some potential candidates.  Finally, joining professional associations, whether local or specific to technology will expand exposure to IT professionals.  All of these initiatives allow the enterprise to build community and maximize its ability to reach the few available resources.Action Item:  Build a plan to build community in order to have access to those candidates that you will need to achieve business objectives.  



People Strategy & Recommendations
• Determine the “to be” culture of the organization - rethink IT.

• Create a sourcing strategy that allows you to manage human 
resources to their lifecycle.

• Determine the Employee Lifecycle Value (ELV) for your key 
employees.

• Maximizing human capital by managing to stages.

• Evaluate market rate by understanding incumbent, recruitment, and 
ELV data points.

• Create a recruitment and retention strategy that considers 
demographics, role, skill, technology, market and individual.

• To maximize productivity, hire by competencies and align people 
competence to team.

• Create, deploy, and govern career paths that support your IT strategy.
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Effective “People Strategies” offer advantages and challenges in the evolving world of IT.1 - Determining the culture and re-thinking the IT organization and processes is a critical first step.2 - Sourcing strategies that manage individuals, and account for Employee Lifecycle Value (ELV) will differentiate successful recruitment and retention organizations from “fire fighters”.3 - Proper Identification of market rate taking into consideration demographics, role, skill, technology at the individual level will become more critical in obtaining increasingly scarce IT talent.4 - Maximizing productivity by using competencies in hiring and aligning your people to competency based teams.5 - Creating, deploying, and governing career paths that support your current and future IT strategy.Building your “people strategy” is one of the most important initiatives you can do! Do it now!
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